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A note from Rachel:

There is so much confusion and frustration around what is 

happening in Libya.  Social media has become a dumping 

ground of headlines,  shouted opinions and unconfirmed

details.  

I've developed this  "syllabus" of  information and resources 

that we  can use to begin to educate ourselves, give roots to our 

opinions and develop meaningful conversations.  

  

Simple "social media activism" is not enough. We must seek 

knowledge and allow that to translate into action.  

I'm no expert and this syllabus is simply a culmination of the 

simple online research I've done on this devastating topic. But 

we have to start somewhere right?



In recent days there has been an international focus on Libya due to a video that 
surfaced showing the selling of African men for physical labor. People from around 

the globe are outraged and demanding answers as to how such egregious actions 
could be happening in modern times. 

 
The issue is stemming from immigration issues in Lybia. Hundreds of thousands of 

Africans use Libya as a gateway to a perceived freedom in European countries.  
 

Libya has been a hub for migrants for years (this is not a new issue!) and the 
Libyan coast guard, with funds from the EU, have been cracking down on 

smuggling from its coast to European countries. 
 

In the mean time these men, women and children who are looking to escape the 
crisis in their own African countries are being held up in Libyan detention centers 

where the catastrophes of slave trade, rape, torture and other terrible acts are 
occuring day in and day out.  

 
This crisis is happening while the country is in a state of civil war after the fall of 

over 40 years of ruling by Muammar Gaddafi, This adds fragility to the country and 
its ability to reconcile the crisis creating a cause for international support. 



Learning Libya

ARTICLE 

Time Magazine: The Libyan Slave Trade Has Shocked the World. Here’s 

What You Should Know

To wrap our minds around what is happening in Africa and to develop the  
empathy necessary for true allyship we must look at both the big and small 

pictures of the situation at hand. The resources listed below include necessary 
historical and contextual details that will give you a wider lens with which to 

understand what is happening in Libya.

ARTICLE 

Bustle:  The Libyan Slave Trade Didn't Just Happen — It's Been Enabled 

For Years

ARTICLE 

Washington Post:  A ‘slave auction’ puts the global spotlight back on Libya

http://time.com/5042560/libya-slave-trade/
https://www.bustle.com/p/the-libyan-slave-trade-didnt-just-happen-its-been-enabled-for-years-6659275
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/11/29/a-slave-auction-puts-the-global-spotlight-back-on-libya/?utm_term=.d8e9033b73d3


The Politics Of It All

AUDIO 

EWN: AU-EU SUMMIT TACKLES LIBYA’S SLAVE TRADE

ARTICLE 

The Root:  How Obama’s ‘Worst Mistake’ Led to the Libyan Slave Trade 

ARTICLE 

Revolt:  What is the cause of Libya’s slave trade?

The slave trade going on in Libya didn't just appear out of no where. As 
mentioned in the summary this is an issue of immigration and immigration is 

something handled by governments and their leaders. Politics has a huge 
hand in what is going on there in Libya and the resources listed below report 

on those details. 

VIDEO 

Vice:  Italy is paying Libya to intercept migrants on the Mediterranean

ARTICLE 

Alaraby:  Who is really responsible for Libya's slave trade?

http://ewn.co.za/2017/11/30/listen-au-eu-summit-tackles-libya-s-slave-trade
https://www.theroot.com/how-obama-s-worst-mistake-led-to-the-libyan-slave-tra-1820879083
https://revolt.tv/stories/2017/11/29/libyas-slave-trade-07002b7b9a
https://revolt.tv/stories/2017/11/29/libyas-slave-trade-07002b7b9a
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/comment/2017/11/27/who-is-really-responsible-for-libyas-slave-trade


Global Reaction

ARTICLE 

BBC:  Libya migrants: Emergency evacuation operation agreed

With the outrage that has sparked there have been major discussions, 
meetings and actions taken by world leaders, organizations and prominent 
public figures. The resources below touch on the various ways the world is 
reacting and making moves in an effort to disrupt the slave trade system 

there in Libya and restore justice for the men women and children involved. .  

ARTICLE 

Aljezeera:  UN considers sanctions to fight Libya slave trade

ARTICLE 

XXL:  Diddy, Lupe Fiasco and More React to Slave Trade Crisis in Libya 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-42179434
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/11/considers-sanctions-fight-libya-slave-trade-171128183838460.html
http://www.xxlmag.com/video/2017/11/diddy-lupe-fiasco-slave-trade-libya/


How You Can Take Action

Support the IOM, which is working closely with the UN and Libya to protect people from 

human trafficking and slavery. The organization releases newsletters frequently, which 

updates subscribers about its activities.  (1) 

You can also donate to organizations that help refugees, including the United Nations 

Refugee Agency, and those that work to combat slavery, like Free the Slaves and End 

Slavery Now. (1) 

Additionally, shop slave-free. Use End Slavery Now’s slave-free shopping guide to 

identify companies that prevent the use of  slave labor in its supply chains.  (1) 

And simply spread the word. Many have recently taken to social media and held protests 

within the last few days to support the cause. (1) 

Call out the UN to make sure they direct their attention towards this issue. (2) 

Hold social media companies responsible. According to the IOM, smugglers have 

previously used Facebook Live to broadcast videos of imprisoned migrants in Libya to 

send these videos to migrants' family members as a way of extorting money for their 

release. The IOM is asking social media companies to ban the use of their services for the

sharing of these types of videos. You can also write to Facebook, and have this stopped. 

(2) 

1. www.ajc.com 2. www.blavity.com

http://www.ajc.com/news/world/here-are-things-know-about-the-slave-trade-libya/7Qfz38LU4xIfOXQ4WSVQeM/
https://blavity.com/7-things-we-can-do-to-end-slavery-in-libya

